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Abstract 
We present an algorithm for creating planar G 2 spline curves using rational B6zier cubic segments. The splines interpolate 
a sequence of points, tangents and curvatures. In addition each segment has two more geometric shape handles. These 
are obtained from an analysis of the singular point of the curve. The individual segments are convex, hut zero curvature 
can be assigned at a junction point, hence inflection points can be placed where desired but cannot occur otherwise. 
~) 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
1. Introduction 
The purpose of this paper is to describe a unifying method to create cubic B6zier curve segments 
that satisfy contact conditions at both endpoints. The contact conditions pecify tangents and cur- 
vatures. There are a number of partial solutions to this problem already described in the CAGD 
literature. DeBoor et al. [3] and Goodman and Unsworth [5] show how to find as many as three 
polynomial B6zier cubits that interpolate ndpoints with specified contact conditions. In [4] it is 
shown how to find the weights for a rational B6zier curve if the intermediate control points have 
somehow already been fixed. However none of these methods allows the curvature at either end 
to be zero, so that inflection points must be interior points and therefore are difficult to place. An 
additional drawback is that the curves are controlled by control points rather than parameters with 
direct geometric meaning for the curve. 
The curves described in this paper can profitably be compared to rational quadratic B6zier curves 
and splines [4]. A quadratic Bdzier curve is a conic arc in a control triangle. A spline created from 
them lies in a control polygon composed of triangles with collinear edges as in Fig. 1. 
* Corresponding author. E-mail: rpatters@math.iupui.edu. 
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Fig. 1. A G2-cubic interpolating spline. 
A particular conic arc within a triangle is usually determined by a weight w~, which controls how 
far the curve is pulled toward the vertex, but could also be specified by giving a point inside the 
triangle that must be interpolated. Using conics however, there are only enough degrees of freedom 
to assign the curvature at one point of a spline. Also since a conic arc never has zero curvature, this 
prevents placing any inflection points. Consequently G2-quadratic splines are of limited usefulness. 
The curves to be studied here are similar to quadratic curves and splines in that we use the 
same control polygon, working in a sequence of triangles. This differs from the usual cubic control 
polygon that allows free placement of control points. Now bl is restricted to lie on the segment 
PoP1 and b2 to lie on the segment PIP2 (see Fig. 1). The advantage of this is that it guarantees 
that no inflection point can occur in the interior of a triangle. 
By using rational cubic B6zier curve segments in each triangle, we now have enough degrees of 
freedom to specify curvatures at both endpoints of every B6zier segment or every junction point of 
a spline. Furthermore, our construction allows the curvature to be set to zero at either or both ends 
of a curve segment. Thus an inflection point can be inserted into a spline at a junction point, such 
as P4 in Fig. 1, but must be placed there purposely. 
After the curvatures are set, the remaining degrees of freedom of the B6zier cubic within each 
triangle are controlled by two additional shape handles. The first is a point Bo within the triangle 
that is interpolated. If Bo is constrained to the line joining P~ and the midpoint of POP2, moving 
it has the same effect as varying the weight Wl in the quadratic ase. However as we shall see, 
Bo cannot lie too near the vertex P1 if the curvatures at Po and P2 are large. The second control 
is by means of a slider that varies the curves through Bo within a family. The relationship of the 
slider to the slope at Bo is observed to be monotonic most of the time, but the exact dependence is 
not pursued in this paper. From the values given for these two shape handles, the locations of the 
control points bl and b2 and the weights wt and w2 are computed. The B6zier control points bo and 
b3 coincide with P0 and P2, respectively. The weights Wo and w3 have value 1. 
These two controls are fully local in the sense that curvatures at the endpoints are not affected by 
them. The user can raise or lower the curve by moving B0 within the triangle and then slide through 
the entire family of rational cubic B6zier curves that pass through B0 and join the endpoints with 
prescribed tangents and curvatures. 
The controls are obtained from a study of the singular point of the cubic. That means ultimately 
we need formulas for the control points and weights of a B6zier curve in terms of the curvatures 
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at the ends and the singular point of the curve. These formulas are derived in Section 3. In Section 
4 we see that the locus of singular points of B~zier curves with given interpolation conditions is 
a curve S of degree six. Certain arcs of S are composed of the singular points of cubics that are 
acceptable for modeling. These arcs are described in Section 5. Section 6 shows that the curve S 
is birationally equivalent to a curve Q of degree 4. Using Q, in Section 7 we supply a proof of 
most of the claims made in Section 5 about arcs of S. Section 8 is devoted to the case in which 
one or both of the curvatures at the endpoints is zero. Section 9 contains some details related to 
programming and a summary. 
2. Geometric preliminaries 
A triangle PoPIP2 defines two systems of coordinates. The first are barycentric for the affine plane. 
The barycentric coordinates of a point P are P(s, t, u), where s+t+u= 1. The barycentric coordinates 
of the vertices of the triangle are P0(1,0,0), P1(0, 1,0) and P2(0,0, 1). The second coordinates are 
homogeneous for the entire projective plane. The homogeneous coordinates of P are P[s, t, u], written 
with square brackets. The only condition ow on s, t, u is that they cannot all be zero. If P does not 
lie at infinity its homogeneous coordinates can be normalized to barycentric coordinates by dividing 
by s+t+u.  
The following properties of an irreducible cubic are all equivalent [2]: 
• It is rational, in the sense that it has a rational parametrization. 
• It can be written as a rational B6zier cubic. 
• It has genus zero. 
• It is singular, with exactly one double point. 
An implicit cubic curve that passes through P0 tangent o PoPt and P2 tangent o PIP2 has an 
equation of the form [8] 
F = as2u + bsu 2 - cst 2 - dtZu + estu - f t  3 = O. (1) 
The curvatures of F at P0 and P2 are given by 
4cA dA 
x0= ag--~0' xz=ab~323' 
where A is the area of the triangle, go is the length of the side PoPJ, and g2 is the length of the 
side PIP2 [6]. In this paper we refer to the ratios 
c d 
k0 = - and k2 = - 
a b 
as curvatures, although in reality they are only proportional to the true curvatures. 
3. Formulas for the l~zier cubic 
In this section we find the formulas for the B~zier control points and weights in terms of the 
curvatures and the singular point. Because we are working in a triangle, the control points can be 
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assigned barycentric oordinates b0(1,0,0), bt(X, 1 - X,0), b2(0, 1 - Y, Y) and b3(0,0, 1). We refer 
to X and Y as the control point ratios of b~ and b2. 
Theorem 1. The formulas for the control point ratios X and Y and the normalized weights wl, w2 
(with Wo = w3 = 1 ) in terms of  ko, k2 and the singular point//(g, ?, tT) are 
/~(k2 ~'2 _ s/~) - k2~ko ~'2 _ ~/~)'  
1(  X~ 2 )1/3 
w, = ~ k0:k2(x  - -  i - j a (Y  - 1) 2 
_koRk2?  2 - ~)  
~(k0 ~'2 -- SU) -- ko~k2 ~'2 _ ,~) '  
1(  X2y ),/3 
W2 = ~ kok~(g ~ 1-~(Y - 1) 4 
Proof. There is a standard method for parametrizing the cubic F with singular point B [2]. Using 
T as a parameter, the family of lines through B is given by 
L(T) = T(?s - £t) + (1 - T)(tTt - ?u) = 0. 
Using resultants to eliminate first s and then u between F and L(T), we obtain formulas for u/t and 
sit. When these are made homogeneous, we have a parametrization of F in terms of T: 
S = (_~f f3  + k2~'2ff2 + k2~-2t7 _ kok22~-a)T3 + (3~t73 _ 3k2~-2z72 _ 2k2~-2ff + 2kok274)T2 
+(- -3SU 3 + 3kz?Zt72 + k2st2t7 - kok2t4)T - ti2(k272 - gti), 
t = t'(s2t7 -- ko~t "2 + k2t'2t7 - st72)T 3 - t'(g2t7 - kofft "2 + 2k2t'2t7 - 2gt72)T 2
+hT(k272 - ~tT)T, 
U = (g3ff __ kog2~-2 _ ko~-2t7 + kok2~4)T3 _ ko~-2(k2~-2 _ ~tT)T 2. 
On the other hand, the standard B~zier parametrization f the same curve is 
B(T) = (1 - T)3wo(1,0,0) + 3T(1 - T)Zw,(X, 1 -X ,0 )  + 3T2(1 - T)w2(O, 1 - Y, Y) 
-I-T3w3(0, 0, 1 ). 
From this 
s = (--Wo + 3w1X)T 3 + (3Wo - 6wlX)T 2 + (-3Wo + 3wIX)T + Wo, 
t = (3w1(1 -X)  - 3w2(1 - Y))T 3 + ( -6w,(1 -S )  + 3w2(1 - Y))T 2 + 3w,(1 -X )T ,  
u = ( -3wzY  + w3)Z 3 -k 3w2YT 2. 
By equating coefficients of T, we obtain the formulas given for X and Y, as well as the following 
formulas for the weights: 
W0 = - t72(k2t  "2 - s tT ) ,  
w, = ] [~( ,7(k2i  2 - g~)  - k2?(k0? 2 - ~a) ) ] ,  
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w~ = ½[?(~(M ~ - ~tT) - ~?(k~i  ~ - #t7))], 
W 3 = -s2(k0t2 -stT). 
The formulas stated in the theorem for the weights are gotten by normalizing them so that Wo=W3= 1 
[7] or [4] and making some substitutions. [] 
We will see in Section 7 that 0 ~< X, Y ~< 1 for our interpolating cubics. The formulas in Theorem 
1 then show that wl and w2 are nonnegative. 
4. The singular point curve 
With respect o the triangle PoP1P2 and curvatures ko and k2, Eq. (1) takes the form 
F = a(s2u - kos t  2) + b(su  2 - k2t2u) + estu - f t  3 = O. 
Modeling with these generally nonsingular curves is studied in [6]. 
Here we are interested in singular curves that have the form of F. The condition that F should 
have a specific double point B(g, ?, g) is a linear condition in the coefficients a, b, e and f .  Solving 
Fs(g, ?, ti) = Ft(g, t', g) = Fu(g, ?, g) = 0 
we obtain 
a = 2t'3ff(k2 ~'2 - sff), b = st3(kot'2 - su), 
e = 3g272t72 - 2(ko + k2)g?2ff + kok2? 6, 
f = ~Tff(g2ff 2 - kok2t4). (2) 
We see there is a unique cubic in our family with singular point B: 
F = ?3if(k2?2 - gff)(s2u - kost 2) + gt'3(ko?2 - gff)(su 2 - k2t2u) 
+(392?zt72 - 2(ko + k2)s?4ff + kok2t'6)stu - sff(g2t72 - kok2t'4)t 3 = 0 
Another linear condition that can be imposed is that the cubic should interpolate a given point 
Bo(so, to, Uo). Now the possible singular points are restricted to lie on the sextic curve 
S = tZu(k2 t2 - su)(s2uo - kosot~) + st3(kot z - su)(sou 2 - k2t~uo) 
+( 3s~ t2 u 2 - 2(ko + k2 )st4 u + kok2t6 )sotoUo - su( s2 u 2 - kok2ta )t 3 = O. 
After rearrangement, the equation of  this curve, the singular point curve, becomes 
S = kokzsotoUot 6 + (kosou g - kok2t2Uo)St 5 + (k2s~uo - kok2sot~)tSu 
-( soug - kst~o uo )s  2t 3 u - ( sguo - kosotg )s t  ~ u ~ - t~s 3 u 3 
- (kok2t 3 - 2(k0 + k2 )sotoUo )st4u + 3Sotouos2t2u  = O. 
Theorem 2. The singular point  curve is an elliptic curve o f  degree six that has triple points at Po 
and P2, where it is tangent to u = 0 and s = O, respectively, and has a double point at Bo. 
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Proof. All of the first partial derivatives of S vanish at B0 but not all the second derivatives do, so 
B0 is a double point. Similarly all the first and second partials of S vanish at P0 and P2 but not all 
the third do, so these are triple points. To find the tangent line(s) at the triple point P0(1,0,0), we 
set s = 1 in S. The terms of lowest degree are the product of the expressions for the tangent lines 
at P0. In this case the lowest degree terms simplify to u 3, so u = 0 is the only tangent line. 
By resolving the singularity at P0 (or P2) as in [1], we find the triple point P0 has an 'infinitely 
near' double point, or double point in its first neighborhood. Thus it counts as (3 2 )+ (2  )=  4 double 
points. Together, P0, P2 and B0 account for 9 double points. A sextic can have at most 10 double 
points. The difference 10 - 9 = 1 is the genus and so we have an elliptic curve. Another proof of 
this fact will follow from the construction in Section 6 of a birational transformation between the 
singular point curve and a quartic with two double points. [] 
The cubic F and the singular point curve S are intimately related to each other, arising as they 
do from the same equation, but with the set of variables that is fixed interchanged with the set that 
is not fixed. Consequently a statement made about one curve has a corresponding statement about 
the other. For example, 
(a) Given a cubic with singular point/~, interpolating a point B0, the singular point curve interpolates 
/~ and has singular point B0. 
Corresponds to 
(a') Given a singular point curve with singular point B0, interpolating a point/~, the cubic interpolates 
B0 and has singular point B. 
A broader such pair of statements i : 
Given a cubic F with singular point B, each of its points B0 is the double point of a singular 
point curve that has triple points at P0 and P2 and interpolates/~. 
Given a singular point curve S with double point B0, each of its points/~ is the singular point 
of a cubic that has contact given by k0 and k2 at P0 and P2 and interpolates Bo. 
Statement (b') is the foundation of this paper. We must investigate which segments of S correspond 
to cubics with a geometrically reasonable arc inside the triangle. Then we need to parametrize these 
arcs of S so that we can easily move B along them. The formulas derived in Section 3 are then 
used to compute the control points and weights of the cubic that is determined. 
(b) 
(b') 
5. Useful arcs of the singular point curve 
Not all of the cubics with singular point on S are acceptable for modeling purposes. A sampling 
of unacceptable ctLrves is given in Fig. 2. 
For the purposes of this paper, we define a cubic to be good if it has a convex arc inside the 
triangle from P0 through B0 to/ '2  and if its singular point lies outside the triangle. 
The curvatures k0 and k2 assigned at Po and P2 determine two conics: 
Co : kot 2 - su = O, C2 : k2t 2 - su = O. 
These conics help delineate the regions in which Bo and B can lie in order for the cubic F to be 
good. The larger the value of ko or k2, the closer is the arc of the conic Co or C2 in the triangle to 
the segment POP2; see Fig. 3. 
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Fig. 2. Unacceptable curves that satisfy the contact conditions. 
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Co : kot 2 - su = 0 
C2 : k2t 2 - su = 0 
PI 
P0 
Fig. 3. Conics determined by curvatures. 
P2 
The following theorem proves that there are two arcs of S that determine good cubics. In addition 
we will describe another arc of S, found experimentally, that determines cubics that do have a 
convex arc inside the triangle from P0 through B0 to P2, but that later reenter the triangle to cross 
the first arc. Although they are not good in our technical sense, these cubics are also acceptable for 
modeling since only the arc from P0 to P2 is used. 
Theorem 3. I f  the interpolation point Bo lies in the interior of at least one of the two conics Co 
or C2 then the singular point curve S has two arcs that determine 9ood cubics. I f  Bo lies outside 
both conics, there is no solution to the interpolation problem. 
The theorem is proved Section 7. Here we illustrate where the arcs lie on S and what types of 
cubic we obtain. The description depends on whether B0 lies inside both conics, or lies inside one 
and outside the other. 
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\ / 
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PO P2 
Fig. 4. The singular point curve for B0(0.35,0.3,0.35), k0 = 0.25, k2 = 0.3. 
Fig. 4 shows an example of the singular point curve when B0 lies inside both conics; this is 
detected by checking that both q0 = kot 2 - SoUo = Co(Bo) and q2 = k2t 2 - SoUo = C2(B0) are negative. 
The interpolation point B0 is an acnode of S. The indicated arc from P0 to /'2 consists of the 
singular points of the sloped cubics. These curves have moderate-sized weights and are very useful 
for modeling. The sloped curve with singular point A is illustrated in Fig. 5. 
The other arc between the points G[k2soto, q2, 0] and HI0, qo, kotoUo] on the lines u = 0 and s = 0 
consists of the singular points of the shoulder cubics. These curves have fairly high weights. The 
shoulder curve with singular point B is also illustrated in Fig. 5. 
Fig. 6 shows an example of the singular point curve when B0 lies between the two conics; in this 
example the curvature k0 is larger than k2. The loop based at P0 now determines the sloped cubics. 
The arc that corresponds to shoulder cubics has stretched all the way to P2. 
In addition to the arcs claimed in the Theorem, there is an additional arc that was discovered 
experimentally that gives useful cubics. It exists only when B0 lies between the two conics. The 
arc itself lies inside the triangle, so the cubic has its double point inside the triangle. The third arc 
corresponds to the elbow curves, which naturally extend the family of sloped curves. The transition 
from sloped curve to elbow curve is illustrated in Fig. 7. All three types are illustrated in Fig. 8, 
but this time they are graphed as implicit curves rather than Brzier curves as in Fig. 5. Note the 
sloped curve A has an acnode at the point A, the elbow curve B has a crunode inside the triangle 
at the point B, while the shoulder curve C has a crunode at the point C. 
Careful inspection along the entire length of the singular point curve turned up no other acceptable 
families of cubics. 
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Fig. 5. Examples of sloped (A) and shoulder (B) cubics. 
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PO A 
Fig. 6. The singular point curve for B0(0.35,0.3,0.35), k0 = 1.5, k2 = 0.3. 
6. The quartic guide curve 
In this section we show that the singular point curve S is birationaUy equivalent to a curve Q 
of degree four called the guide curve. (The existence of this birational transformation constitutes an 
alternative proof that S is elliptic.) The guide curve is easier to work with because it has lower 
degree and is easy to parametrize. It will also be used in the proof of Theorem 3. 
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Fig. 7. The transition from sloped curve to elbow curve. 
Fig. 8. Examples of sloped (A), elbow (B) and shoulder (C) cubics. 
Theorem 4. The singular point  curve S is birationally equivalent to a curve Q o f  degree four. 
(See Figs. 9 and 10.) The guide curve is an elliptic curve with double points at P~(1,0,0) and 
P~(O, O, 1 ). Its equation is 
Q=- t4y  4 -q- Sot3xy 3 -b t3 uoy3 z q- touoq2xyz 2 + Sotoqox2 yz d-qoq2x2z 2, (3) 
where qo = kot~ - SoUo and q2 = k2t 2 - SoUo. 
Proof. The following quadratic transformation q~ transforms (s, t, u)-space to (x, y,z)-space. 
x --- tot(toU - Uot), y = t2su - SoUot 2, z = tot(toS - Sot). 
The fundamenta l  points where • is not defined are P0, B0 and P2. The fundamenta l  ines are 
the three lines determined by these points. Away from these lines • is invertible, and its inverse 
transformation ~-1 is given by 
s = z(toy - UoZ), t = toXz, u = X(toy - SoX). 
The fundamental points of ~/i-1 are R0[to, So, 0], P~ [0, 1,0], and R2[0, u0, to]. (For more information 
about quadratic transformations, see [9].) 
When the substitution ~-1 is made in the equation of the singular point curve we obtain the guide 
curve. As before, partial derivatives are used to check the statements about double points. [] 
It is possible to find a second quadratic transformation of the guide curve to a non-singular cubic. 
One uses the quadratic transformation with fundamental points (1,0, 0), (0, 0, 1 ), and any third point 
of Q. While this reduces the degree again, making an arbitrary choice of the third point of Q breaks 
the symmetry inherent in the problem, so we work directly with the quartic guide curve. 
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PI' 
/ "  A, 
Fig. 9. The guide curve corresponding to Fig. 4. 
PI' 
- A "4"-- elbow 
Fig. 10. The guide curve corresponding to Fig. 6. 
The guide curves that are birationally equivalent o the singular point curves of Figs. 4 and 6 
are illustrated in Figs. 9 and 10. The homogeneous coordinates of the transforms of G and H are 
G'[-q2to,-q2so, s2to] and H'[toU 2, -qouo,-qoto]. The arcs that correspond to the shoulder, sloped 
and elbow curves are labelled. The transforms of A, B and C are also marked. 
The guide curve can be made affine by setting y = 1 in (3); see Figs. 12-14. The atfine guide 
curve is quadratic in each of x and z, so can be easily parametrized using one square root with 
either x or z as the parameter. By composing with 4-1 we obtain a parametrization for the singular 
point curve. The parameter can be controlled by a slider, as mentioned in the introduction. 
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7. Proof of Theorem 3 and a Corollary 
A cubic of the form (1) already crosses the line PoP2 twice, so by Bezout's Theorem can cross it 
at most once more. For a good cubic this third crossing cannot be in the segment PoP2; this means 
that the two coefficients a, b of F must have the same sign, or that ab > 0. We begin the proof by 
using this inequality to restrict he region of (s, t, u)-space in which B must lie. This in turn restricts 
the region of (x,z)-space where we look for arcs of the affine guide curve. 
Working first in (s, t, u)-space, the condition ab > 0, together with (2), says 
  7(ko? 2 - ea) (k2?  2 - > o (4) 
from which it is easily seen that gt7 must be positive, hence g and t7 have the same sign. Requiring 
/] to lie outside the triangle means ? has the opposite sign. The shaded portions of Fig. l l(a) are 
the regions of (s, t,u)-space to which/~ is restricted. 
To determine the corresponding regions of (x,z)-space, we use the following easily determined 
facts about ~: 
• P1 transforms to Pl(to/So, to/Uo). 
• s = 0 transforms to z = to/Uo. 
• u = 0 transforms to x = to~So. 
• t = 0 (a fundamental line) transforms to O(0,0). 
Hence we can determine the images under • of the four regions 1,2,3,4 determined by the 
fundamental triangle PoBoP2. Corresponding regions are numbered in Fig. 1 l(a) and (b) (ignore the 
shading and dotted lines). Region 1 is split into four subregions by the dotted lines. The shaded 
region in Fig. l l(a) is bordered by t = 0, so corresponds to the shaded region in Fig. 1 l(b) with 
vertex at O(0,0). 
In addition, we see from (4) that C0(B) and C2(/~) must have the same sign. Thus/~ must either 
be inside both conics or outside both conics. 
R 2 
Fig. 11. Corresponding regions in (a) (s, t, u)-space, (b)(x,z)-space. 
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The conics Co and C2 transform via q~ to conics in (x,z)-space: 
Go = qoxz + SotoX + toUoZ - t~, 
G2 = q2xz + SotoX + toUoZ - t~. 
Thus we are looking for the arcs of the guide curve that lie in the shaded region of Fig. 1 l(b) and 
either inside or outside both conics Go, G2. 
The proof now splits into cases according to the signs and relative sizes of qo and q2. The 
following facts are used in the proof. 
(a) The graph of Q(x ,z )= 0 crosses the axes only at Ro(to/so, O) and R2(O, to/Uo). 
(b) The curve Q(x ,z )= 0 crosses the line z = to/Uo exactly twice: simple intersections at R2 and at 
(-touo/qo, to/Uo ). 
(C) The curve Q(x ,z )= 0 crosses the line x = to/So exactly twice: simple intersections at R0 and at 
(to/So, -Soto/q2 ). 
(d) The curve Q = 0 intersects each G; = 0 in exactly two finite points, R0 and R2. 
(e) As a polynomial of degree two in z, 
Q(x,z)  = A(x)z  2 + B(x)z + C(x), 
where 
A(x)  = q2x(touo + q0x), B(x) ---- to(t~Uo + soqox2), C(x) = t3(SoX - to). 
The guide curve Q can be solved for z in terms of its discriminant Ax(Q) = B(x)  2 - 4A(x)C(x):  
-B  - Ax~x(Q) -B  + 
Z 1 ~ , Z2  = 
2A 2A 
Case 1. Assume that Bo lies in the interior of both conics Co and C2, and in particular that 
q2 < qo < 0. Fig. 12 shows the shaded region of the (x, z )-plane in which we are searching for arcs 
of the guide curve, and the guide curve itself which appears dotted. We will see that there are 
exactly two arcs of zl = 0 in the shaded region and no arcs of z2. 
For x < 0, -AC  > 0, so that ~(Q)  is real. Because ~ > IB(x)[, zl < 0 but z2 > 0. The 
graph of z~ in the third quadrant herefore determines good cubics-the sloped cubics. 
For x E (to/So,-toUo/qo), again -AC  > 0, so that ~ is real, z~ > 0 and z2 < 0. We see 
immediately that the graph of z2 does not enter the shaded region. For x in this interval we need to see 
that the graph ofzl  lies above Z=to/Uo and below the graph of G2. Using zl(to/So)= -Soto/qo > to/Uo 
and z l ( - touo/qo)= to/uo and assertion (b) we see that the graph of zt lies above z = to/Uo in this 
interval. Furthermore, since the vertical asymptote of G2 occurs at x = -toUo/q2, which is inside the 
x-interval, and by (d) the graphs of Q and G2 do not cross in the interval, the graph of Zl lies 
below the graph of G2. This arc of Q = 0 determines the shoulder cubics. It can not be extended 
past x --- -touo/qo because the graph of z~ has crossed the line z = to/Uo. 
Also for x > - touo/qo, the graph of z2 lies between the two conics. To see this, consider the two 
equalities 
(q2xz + t~)Go - O : -t3xz(k2 - ko)(to - sox), (5) 
(qoxz + tZ)Gz - Q = t3xz(k2 - ko)(to - UoZ). 
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Fig. 12. The affme guide curve (dotted) for B0(0.3,0.4,0.3),k0 = 0.4,k2 = 0.2. 
At a point of Q = 0 for which x > - touo/qo and z > to/Uo the right side of the first is negative, while 
the right side of the second is positive. At the same time, qoxz + t 2 and qExz + t g are both negative. 
So Go(x,z) and G2(x,z) must have opposite signs, and the graph of z2 lies between the two conics. 
The proof in the case qo < q2 < 0 is the same for x < 0. For x E (to/so, -touo/qo) the graphs of 
Go and G2 are interchanged and one shows that the graph of Zl lies below the graph of Go. 
Case 2. Now assume that Bo lies between the two conics Co and C2, and in particular that 
q2 < 0 < qo. Fig. 13 shows the shaded region of the (x, z )-plane in which we are searching for 
arcs of the guide curve, and the dotted guide curve. Again we will see that there are two arcs of 
zl = 0 in the shaded region that correspond to the sloped and shoulder arcs. In addition, the arc that 
corresponds to the elbow cubics is labelled; it also is part of the graph of Zl. 
For x E (-touo/qo, 0), ~ is real, zl < 0 and z2 > 0. The graph of Zl in this interval is the 
arc of Q = 0 that determines the sloped cubics. It cannot be extended for x < - touo/qo, for there 
both z~,z2 > 0 (although one of these arcs determines the elbow cubics). 
For xE(to/So, OO), again -AC  > 0, so that ~Q)  is real, zl > 0 and z2 < 0. Using Zl(to/So)= 
-Soto/qo > to/Uo and assertion (b) we see that the graph of zl lies above z = to/Uo in this interval. 
And for the same reason as in case 1, the graph of zl lies below the graph of G2. The graph of z~ 
over this interval is the arc of Q = 0 that determines the shoulder cubics. 
To conclude this case, we have to consider the situation qo < 0 < q2. The proof is similar, except 
that now we solve Q=0 for x in terms ofz.  The two intervals for z are (-Soto/q2,O) and (to/Uo, oo). 
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GO 
G2 
Fig. 13. The affine guide curve (dotted) for B0(0.3,0.4,0.3),k0 = 1,k2 = 0.1. 
Case 3. Finally assume that B0 does not lie inside either conic Co or C2, and in particular that 
0 < q0 < q2. We will see there are no arcs of Q = 0 in any of the zones of the (x, z )-plane shaded 
in Fig. 14. 
We start by checking that the intersection of the guide curve with the shaded zone in the first 
quadrant is empty. After performing the substitution x = r + (to/So),Z = w + (to/uo) in Eq. (3) for 
Q = 0, we see that every sign in the resulting equation is positive. Hence there are no solutions for 
r>0 andw>0.  
Next consider the third quadrant and again use Eq. (5). For points in the third quadrant, he right 
hand side of the first is negative while that of the second is positive, while the coefficients of Go 
and G2 are positive. Hence no points of Q = 0 satisfy GoG2 > O. 
Now that we have obtained arcs of the affme guide curve on which ab > 0, we must check that 
this is sufficient o guarantee that the points determine good cubits. By construction the singular 
points of the cubics lie outside the triangle. Next we show that the cubic crosses into the triangle at 
no points other than P0 and P2. In order that the cubic does not cross between P0 and P~ we need 
c and f ,  therefore a and f to have the same sign, or af  > 0. Similarly we need bf  > 0. Thus in 
addition to (4) we want 
_~-(k2 ~-2 _ ~) (kok2  ~-4 _ ~2/,~2) > O, 
_ i~(~72 _ ~) (~k274 _ ~2~2) > o. 
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Fig. 14. The affine guide curve (dotted) for B0(0.3,0.4,0.3),ko--2,k2 ---4. 
Recall we are working at points where g, ff have the same sign opposite to that of ?. Note that when 
k0? 2 -g f f  and k272- gff have the same sign, kok2? 4 -  g2t72 also has this sign. So inequality (4) 
implies both of these two inequalities. Hence a cubic entering the triangle at P0 must leave at P2, 
and being the only segment of the cubic in the triangle, must pass through B0 on the way. That 
the arc is convex follows from the variation diminishing property, once we have established the 
following corollary. [] 
Corollary. For good cubics, the control point ratios satisfy 
0~<X,Y~< 1. 
Proof. The proof uses the fact that for any real numbers a and b, 
a 
0<- -  < 1 if and only if ab>O. 
a+b 
For X this is used with a =-k2tC0(/~) and b = ~7C2(B). Then 
ab = -k2iffCo( B )C2( B ) 
is positive because ? and t7 have opposite signs and C0(/~) and C2(/~) have the same sign. [] 
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8. The case o f  curvature zero 
In this section we study what happens when one or both of ko or k2 is zero. 
The shoulder curves tend to have fairly large weights anyway, but as the curvature ko tends to 
zero, the weight w~ on that side tends to infinity. The limiting shoulder cubic when ko=0 factors into 
the product of the line u = 0 and a conic. Similarly when k2 = 0 the cubic factors into the product of 
the line s = 0 and a conic. When both ko and k2 equal zero, the cubic factors as the product of three 
lines. Because of their tendency to have large weights and the fact that they are reducible when a 
curvature quals zero, the shoulder cubics are perhaps less useful for modeling than the sloped and 
elbow cubics. The sloped and elbow curves have more moderate weights and do not all become 
reducible if ko and/or k2 equals zero. These curves can be used to introduce inflection points where 
needed in splines. 
However, we must discuss three situations for sloped and elbow cubics when/Co and/or k2 is zero: 
• one of ko, k2 is zero but the other is not, and Bo lies inside both conics, 
• one of ko, k2 is zero but the other is not, and Bo is between the two conics, 
• both of ko, k2 are zero, in which case Bo necessarily lies inside both (reducible) conics - 
anywhere in the triangle. 
First if k2 -- 0, ko # 0 and qo = kot~ - SoUo < O, Bo is inside both conics. There are sloped curves 
but no elbow curves. The guide curve factors 
Q = (to - uoz ) ( - t  3 + sot kox2z + sotgx +  otouoxz - s uox2z) 
(see Fig. 15). If we choose x < 0 we can easily compute z. The cubic that corresponds to the point 
A is the intermediate curve graphed in Fig. 16. 
If k2 = 0 and q0 > 0, B0 lies between the two conics. A typical graph of the guide curve appears 
in Fig. 17. The intersection point ! is 
( to(-Souo-- to~) ,  to ~ . 
soqo Uo ] 
To the left of I the corresponding cubics are reducible and are no longer useful solutions to our 
interpolation problem. Thus the parameter domain, for x in this case, must be restricted to (to(-SoUo- 
to x/Souoko )/soqo, 0). 
When both k0 and k2 equal zero, the guide curve factors 
Q = (to - uoz)(to - sox)(souoxz - t 2) 
(see Fig. 18). The cubic in Fig. 19 that corresponds to A has zero curvature at both ends. 
When either or both curvatures are zero, some modifications are needed in the formulas in Theorem 
1. If k0 = 0 then Y = 0, so the control point b2 = P1. Similarly if k2 = 0, X = 0, so that bl = P1. In 
either of these cases the formulas given for w~ and w2 fail, as there are zeros in the denominator. 
However the formulas for wl and w2 can be thought of as depending on X/k2 and Y/ko. It is easy 
to find the limit of Y/ko as k0 ,0, so this formula can be substituted instead to find the formulas 
to use in this case: 
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A 
l 
X 
Fig. 15. The affine guide curve for Bo(0.35,0.3,0.35), ko =0.3,  k2 =0.  
Fig. 16. The range of cubics with curvature zero at P2; Bo(0.35,0.3,0.35),ko = 0.3, k2 = 0. 
i// 
O 
Fig. 17. The affine guide curve for/Io(0.35,0.3,0.35), ko= 1.5, k2 = 0. 
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z I 
Fig. 18. The affine guide curve for Bo(0.35,0.3,0.35), ko=0, k2 =0. 
Fig. 19. A cubic with curvature zero at both Po and P2. 
If k2 = 0 and ko ~ 0 the formulas are 
1 ( y2t'(ko?2 - gt7) ~ ,/3 
w , = g ~ ~  1)2j , 
1 ( yt'2(kot'2 - fliT)2) '/3 
If both ko and k2 equal zero, 
w,  = , = 
,/3 
9. Programming details, summary and pseudocode 
In this section we go through several other details that must be managed in a program to produce 
the sloped and elbow cubics. Then we give the pseudocode for graphing one adjustable curve arc 
in a fixed triangle. 
It is reasonable to constrain the location of B0 to the line segment joining the midpoint of triangle 
side PoP2 to the opposite vertex P,. Then moving B0 is like adjusting the weight for a quadratic 
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Table 1 
Elbow Sloped Shoulder 
0 < ko < kz 
qo<o,qz>o 
Use XI. 
Select z in (-co,-ze) (-T,O) 
( ) 
*cc uo ’
0 = ko < k2 
qo <o,q2 >o 
0 = ko < k2 
qo <o,q2 <o 
0 < ko < k2 
qo<o,qz<o 
0 < k2 < ko 
qo<o,q2<0 
0 = k2 < ko 
qo<o,q2<0 
O=k2 <ko 
qo>o,qz<o 
0 < k2 < ko 
40 >o,qz <o 
Use x1. 
Select z in 
Use XI. 
Select z in 
Use XI. 
Select z in 
Use ZI. 
Select x in 
Use ZI. 
Select x in 
Use ~1. 
Select x in 
Use ZI. 
Select x in 
( 
kl-Wo-~o &ZG),_m 
WI2 42 ) 
( 
fo(--so~o-f0 Wok?) _ ‘ouo 
so40 ’ 40 ) 
( 
-M,-- 
) 
(+%O) 
(-WO) 
(---oo,O) ($-2) 
(-@A 0) ($-:) 
(-WO) 
(-!$Q,o) 
(-F’O) ($F) 
Bezier curve. However, & must not be permitted to go above the taller of the two tonics. If a 
curvature is changed so that the taller conic moves down, when it reaches & it must push & down 
with it. 
When q. > 0 the negative x-axis is divided by an asymptote at x = -touo/qo into the domain for 
elbow curves and the domain for sloped curves; see Fig. 13. Similarly when q2 > 0 the negative 
z-axis is divided by an asymptote at z = -soto/q2. Since we must select x and compute z when 
q. > 0, and select z and compute x when q2 > 0, it is reasonable to switch from selecting x when 
k. is greater than k2, to selecting z when k2 becomes greater than ko. Of course when one of qo, q2 
becomes positive it is also necessary to test for the asymptote after selecting x or z. 
As we saw in the proof of Theorem 3, the good cubits for k. > k2 were determined by points 
on the graph of z i, never z2. For k2 > ko, the correponding function x1 is used. Table 1 summarizes 
the formulas and the domains for the three types of cubic: 
The functions x1 and zI are the following: 
x1kqo,q2) = 
-sot,2 - uoq2z2 - tom 
q~otoqoz + 4042z2 > ’ 
z,(x,qo,q2) = 
-t;uo - soqox2 - tom 
2( touoq'zx + 4042x2 > ’ 
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where 
Ax(Q) = SoqoX2 4 _ 4Sotoqoq2x 3 _ 4Sot2uoq2x  + 4t2qoq2x 2 + 2Sot2uoqox 2 + 4t3uoq2x + t~)Uo,4 2 
Az(p  ) = u2q2z 4 -- 4toUoqoq2z 3 - 4sot~Uoqoz 2 + 4t2qoq2z 2 + 2Sot2uoq2z  + 4Sot3qoz + s~t 4. 
The formulas for the weights are 
for ko # O, k2 # O, 
l (  XY 2 )1/3 1 (  XeY )1/3 
w, = ~ kgkz(X - i F (Y  - 1) 2 ' w2 = g kokZ(X Z -~(y  _ 1)4 ; 
for ko = O, k2 # O, 
' w2=5 ,  1)2/ ; 
for ko # O, k2 = O, 
w, = g \ a2k0 (r_ 1)2/ ' w2 = g i F  ; 
for ko = 0,k2 =0 
w, = -5  , w~ = -5  
We now give the pseudocode for one curve arc. The number e appearing is a small positive 
constant. 
Pseudocode for sloped and elbow cubics 
initialize screen display of triangle and default Bo(s0, to, u0) 
initialize sliders for ko, k2, B0 and the guide curve, all in [0,1] 
{interpret the Bo-slider as the distance from the midpoint M of PoP2 
to the intersection of P1M and the taller of the two conics} 
initialize a Flag to x or z, to indicate whether the guide curve slider is currently being 
used to select x in ( -c~,  0] or z in [0, -c~) 
graph the default curve 
main loop: whenever a slider is moved 
if the B0-slider, move Bo and recompute (So, to, u0) 
if the ko or k2 slider, move the B0-slider if necessary to reflect the true location 
of B0 with respect o the taller conic, or if Bo is now above the taller conic, 
set the Bo-slider to 1, move B0 and recompute (So, to, Uo) 
if the guide curve slider, 
check Flag to see if we are selecting x or z 
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set q0 = kot g - SoUo and q2 = k2tg - SoUo 
if (q2 > 0) 
if (Flag=x) {k2 was jumped ahead. Expect a discontinuous jump in the curve} 
reinitialize guidecurveslider and set Flag----z {choose z next time} 
set z=guidecurveslider/(guidecurveslider-1) {choose z in [0, -c~)} 
set I = to(-SoUo - to~) /uo /q2  
if (/Co = 0) and (z < 1) set z = 1 + e {don't let z get smaller than I} 
if ([toso + q2z[ < ~), z = z + ~ {avoid the asymptote} 
set x = xl (z, qo, q2) 
else if (qo > 0) 
if (Flag=z) {ko was jumped ahead. Expect a discontinuous jump in the curve} 
reinitialize guidecurveslider and set Flag=x {choose x next time} 
set x=l-1/guidecurveslider {choose x in ( -c~,  0]} 
set I = to(-SoUo - to~) /so /qo  
if (k2 = 0) and (x < I)  set x = 1 + e {don't let x get smaller than I} 
if ([toUo + qox[ < ~), x = x + ~ {avoid asymptote} 
set z = zl (x, qo, q2) 
else if (k2 > ko) and (Flag=x) {k2 just became larger than/Co} 
set x=l-1/guidecurveslider {choose x one last time} 
set z = Zl(X, qo, q2) 
set Flag=z{choose z next time} 
set gu idecurves l ider=z / (z -  1) 
else if (ko > k2) and (Flag=z) {ko just became larger than k2} 
set z=guidecurveslider/(guidecurveslider-1) {choose z one last time} 
set x =Xl (z ,  qo, q2) 
set Flag-x{choose x next time} 
set guidecurveslider= 1/( 1 - x) 
else if (Flag=x) 
set x= 1-1/guidecurveslider 
set z = z](x, qo, q2) 
else {Flag=z} 
set z=guidecurveslider/(guidecurveslider-1) 
set x = xl (z, qo, q2) 
from x and z compute (g, ?, zi) on the singular point curve 
compute X and Y 
compute wl and w2 depending on whether ko = 0 and/or k2 = 0 
graph the curve 
end main loop 
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